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Synopsis

In the quiet neighborhood of Kennington, where secrets seem to lurk
beneath the surface, a shocking discovery sends shockwaves through the
community. A woman is found murdered in her own home, and her life
takes on a sinister new meaning when it's revealed that she was living
under an assumed identity.
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Lizzie, a young woman with a troubled past, finds herself drawn into the
investigation when she realizes that the victim, Jane, was the person who
had once saved her life. Determined to seek justice for her savior, Lizzie
teams up with DS Samuel Owusu, a brilliant but complex detective, to
uncover the truth behind Jane's death.

A Twisting and Turning Plot

As Lizzie and Sam delve deeper into the case, they find themselves
navigating a web of lies, secrets, and betrayals. With each new revelation,
the lines between victim and perpetrator blur, and the truth becomes
increasingly elusive.

Lisa Jewell masterfully weaves together the lives of multiple characters,
each with their own motives and hidden agendas. The plot twists and turns,
keeping readers guessing until the very end. Just when you think you have
it figured out, Jewell throws a curveball that will leave you reeling.

Complex Characters and Psychological Insight

One of the strengths of Someone Knows My Name lies in its well-
developed and relatable characters. Lizzie is a complex and flawed
protagonist, struggling with her own demons while trying to uncover the
truth. Sam is a brilliant detective, but his own personal struggles cast a
shadow over his judgment.

Jewell delves into the psychology of her characters, exploring the dark
recesses of the human mind. Through her nuanced storytelling, she
exposes the vulnerabilities, fears, and motivations that drive her characters'
actions.



A Page-Turner That Will Keep You Up All Night

Someone Knows My Name is a page-turner that will keep you on the edge
of your seat from start to finish. Jewell's taut writing and atmospheric
storytelling create a sense of urgency that will make you unable to put the
book down.

Prepare to lose sleep as you race through the pages, desperate to uncover
the truth alongside Lizzie and Sam. The suspense builds with each chapter,
culminating in a heart-pounding climax that will leave you both satisfied and
breathless.

Critical Acclaim for Someone Knows My Name

"A gripping, twisty thriller that will keep you guessing until the very end. Lisa
Jewell is a master of suspense." - Stephen King

"Someone Knows My Name is a compulsively readable thriller that will stay
with you long after you finish it. Lisa Jewell has created a cast of characters
that are both complex and believable, and the plot is full of unexpected
twists and turns." - Gillian Flynn

"A must-read for fans of psychological thrillers. Lisa Jewell's Someone
Knows My Name will keep you hooked from the first page to the last." -
Karin Slaughter

About the Author: Lisa Jewell

Lisa Jewell is the New York Times and Sunday Times bestselling author of
nineteen novels, including the international phenomenon The Family
Upstairs. Her books have sold over 5 million copies worldwide and have
been translated into over 30 languages.



Jewell is known for her twisty psychological thrillers that explore the dark
side of human nature. Her characters are complex and relatable, and her
plots are full of unexpected twists and turns.

Free Download Your Copy Today

Don't miss out on the heart-pounding thrill of Someone Knows My Name.
Free Download your copy today and prepare to be captivated by Lisa
Jewell's masterful storytelling.

Buy Now
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